In addition to semantic content, human speech carries paralinguistic information that conveys important social cues such as a speaker's identity. For young children, their own mothers' voice is one of the most salient vocal inputs in their daily environment. Indeed, qualities of mothers' voices are shown to contribute to children's social development. Our knowledge of how the mother's voice is processed at the neural level, however, is limited. This study investigated whether the voice of a mother modulates activation in the network of regions activated by the human voice in young children differently than the voice of an unfamiliar mother. We collected fMRI data from 32 typically developing 7-and 8-year-olds as they listened to natural speech produced by their mother and another child's mother. We used emotionally-varied natural speech stimuli to approximate the range of children's day-to-day experience. We individually-defined functional ROIs in children's voice-sensitive neural network and then independently investigated the extent to which activation in these regions is modulated by speaker identity. The bilateral posterior auditory cortex, superior temporal gyrus (STG), and inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) exhibit enhanced activation in response to the voice of one's own mother versus that of an unfamiliar mother. The findings indicate that children process the voice of their own mother uniquely, and pave the way for future studies of how social information processing contributes to the trajectory of child social development.
Introduction
The voice is a primary channel for human communication, which has motivated research on the neural basis of voice processing in adults. Unsurprisingly, in adults, voice familiarity modulates voice-sensitive neural networks, with familiar voices eliciting enhanced activation (Belin et al., 2004) . In children, one of the most important familiar voices in their lives is that of their mother. A mother's voice is a salient from early in life and it contributes significantly to several aspects of children's development. Indeed, the mother's voice triggers fetal motor and heart rate changes as early as the third trimester (Voegtline et al., 2013) , is preferred by newborns in contrast to an unfamiliar female voice (DeCasper and Fifer, 1980; Mehler et al., 1978; Ockleford et al., 1988) , and regulates infant cardiac and respiratory activity (Katagiri and Kamikokuryo, 1987; Uchida et al., 2018 ). Mother's speech enhances young children's attentional and language development (Spinelli et al., 2017 ), mother's comforts stressed preschoolers (Adams and Passman, 1979) and regulates school-age girls' stress-induced cortisol responses (Seltzer et al., 2012) .
In addition to its positive contributions, the mother's voice can also pose potential risk to children. For instance, children from high conflict homes display hypersensitivity to angry stimuli, an effect heightened by their mother's angry voice or face (Graham et al., 2013; Kim and Cicchetti, 2010; Shackman et al., 2007) . Shackman et al. (2007) found that physically abused children over-attended to angry facial and vocal cues compared with control children, as indicated by event-related potential (ERP) components. This effect was potentiated when the cues were produced by their abusive mother. Further, the amplitude of the ERP response to abusive mother's angry cues mediated the relation between children's abuse experience and anxiety symptoms. These patterns may also explain vulnerabilities found in children exposed to high levels of interparental conflicts (Cummings and Davies, 2010; Graham et al., 2013) . These findings suggest that children's neural processing of vocal cues from significant persons in their lives, such as their mother, may play a mechanistic role that links early experience and later outcomes. To understand the role of familiar voices in children's developmental pathways, it is first necessary to understand the neural basis of children's processing of familiar voices, a subject that has not been fully investigated in the literature. The goal of the current study is to address this subject by examining whether hearing the natural, emotionally-diverse speech of one's own mother, in contrast to an unfamiliar mother, uniquely modulates the voice-sensitive network in young children.
Our understanding of neural processing of the human voice comes largely from fMRI studies with adults. The identified adult neural network centers on temporal regions, such as the superior temporal gyrus and sulcus (STG, STS) and some fronto-limbic areas (Belin et al., 2004; Frühholz et al., 2016; Schirmer and Kotz, 2006) . fMRI studies with infants and children hearing the voices of unfamiliar adults indicate voice-evoked activity in regions similar to that of adults, suggesting that the voice-sensitive neural circuitry emerges very early in life (Blasi et al., 2011; Dehaene-Lambertz et al., 2002; Graham et al., 2013; Raschle et al., 2014; Vannest et al., 2009) .
Importantly, a small number of studies indicate that hearing one's mother's voice modulates the voice-sensitive network in infants and children. An fMRI study of sleeping 2-month-olds revealed greater activation in the left posterior temporal lobe, amygdala, and orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) in response to mother's voice of story-reading compared to that of an unfamiliar mother (Dehaene-Lambertz et al., 2010) . Greater activation evoked by mothers' versus unfamiliar adult voices was also found for infants using functional Near-Infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS; Imafuku et al., 2014; Naoi et al., 2012 ). An fMRI study presented 10-year-old children with brief nonsense words produced by their mother and one of two unfamiliar mothers (Abrams et al., 2016) . Compared to unfamiliar adult voices, the mother's voice evoked greater activity in the primary auditory cortex, STS, amygdala, insula, nucleus accumbens, OFC, and cingulate. The stimuli used in these studies, however, do not approximate the natural speech that occurs between family members. Two fMRI studies with adolescents more closely approximated that type of experience (Aupperle et al., 2016; Silk et al., 2017) . When hearing their mother criticize or praise them, youth with more depressive symptoms showed hyper-activation in the parahippocampus and amygdala in response to maternal criticism, and hypo-activation in those regions in response to maternal praise. However, these more naturalistic studies did not employ the necessary control condition to establish unique patterns associated with mother's voice.
This small but growing body of research on children's neural processing of the mother's voice is limited in several ways. First, most studies lack the control condition of another child's mother as the contrast, thus confounding unfamiliarity and potential factors associated with motherhood. Hormonal changes during pregnancy alter voice muscles, lung capacity and nasal resonance, which influence vocal quality (Cassiraga et al., 2012 ). In the current study, we asked the mother of each child to serve as an unfamiliar voice for another child, to control for effects of motherhood on the voice. Second, most studies used stimuli that do not approximate the child's real environment, e.g., nonsense syllables spoken in an enjoyable, engaging tone (Abrams et al., 2016) or infant-directed story reading (Dehaene-Lambertz et al., 2010) , which do not represent the range of mother's naturally occurring communications. Those communications, more than the voice reading or speaking nonsense syllables, may be important in understanding the mechanistic role of familiar, personally relevant voices in children's development. Thus, we asked mothers to generate emotionally varied natural speech, which mimicked one side of a phone conversation with the spouse, to create stimuli that better approximated children's everyday experiences. Third, many studies of children employ imaging methods that have poor spatial resolution (e.g., NIRS, ERP) because it is hard for young children to remain still. We used the fMRI method, which has greater spatial resolution, and extensively trained children to remain still in the scanner to take full advantage of the high spatial resolution of fMRI.
Our first aim was to delineate the individual variability within the neural network supporting voice processing in young school-age children by using an individual-specific analytical strategy. Substantial individual differences in brains, both anatomical and functional, are underestimated in the traditional, group-level analysis. We aimed to provide evidence of individual variation by identifying individual-specific regions of interest (ROIs) activated by speech stimuli across speaker conditions, using each child's Run 1 data. Second, we aimed to investigate how mother's voice modulates the individual-specific voicesensitive network, by applying the individual-specific ROIs identified from Run 1 to each individual's data from Run 2 with indices of neural activation extracted for each speaker condition and compared between speakers. To this aim, we focused on a sample of 7-to 8-year-old children, who are old enough to perform fMRI tasks, developing new peer relations but still largely dependent on their caregivers. It also represents a unique developmental window when children can appraise what they hear and overhear. Studying how children of this age process their mother's voice has implications for understanding their relationships and interactions with caregivers, and how these interactions, in turn, influence children's socioemotional development.
Based on the available literature on the neural processing of voices, we predicted that the analyses of Run 1 data would identify a temporalcentered, voice-responsive network as found for adults (Belin et al., 2004; Frühholz et al., 2016; Schirmer and Kotz, 2006) and children (Abrams et al., 2016; Blasi et al., 2011; Dehaene-Lambertz et al., 2010; Graham et al., 2013) . Importantly, we further hypothesized that an individual-specific analysis would indicate substantial inter-individual variability in this network, which has not been reported previously.
Informed by the neural model of speech prosody processing proposed by Schirmer and Kotz (2006) , we focused on the cortical areas of the auditory cortex, superior temporal regions, inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), and orbitofrontal cortex (OFC). Based on our previous work with similar stimuli (Maggi et al.,unpublished data) , we also included the amygdala as one of the a priori ROIs.
Second, using Run 2 data, we predicted that within the individualspecific regions, one's own mother's voice would elicit enhanced activity relative to an unfamiliar mother's voice. In particular, we expected to observe the enhancement in regions more associated with socio-emotional processing (e.g., STG, the fronto-limbic areas) rather than those involved in primary, acoustic processing (e.g., primary auditory cortex). We believe that such evidence can serve as the foundation for future research investigating children's neural processing as an early step in the developmental pathways by which children's interactions with caregivers and other familiar persons enhance or interfere with their socio-emotional development.
Material and methods
This study was part of a larger project investigating children's processing of socio-emotional inputs in their home environment. The data used for the present study were collected from three visits. At visit 1, we recorded mothers' speech to create the stimuli. Visit 2 occurred on average of 26 days later (SD = 18.25), during which fMRI data were collected from children while they listened to speech from their own mother and another mother unfamiliar to them. Visit 3 occurred an average of 27 days (SD = 19.53) after visit 2, during which children listened to the same stimuli and rated the perceived intensity of each stimulus on a 4-point scale (e.g., how angry/happy/sad does this sound? 1 = not at all, 4 = very much). These ratings were used as control covariates in the fMRI analyses.
Participants
Participants were 56 7-and 8-year-old typically-developing children (27 boys; mean age = 8.01 years, SD = 0.50) and their mothers. All children were from two-parent families, with normal hearing, and normal receptive and expressive language abilities as measured by the Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals, 4th edition (Semel et al., 2003) : mean score = 110.95, SD = 11.55. All 56 families completed visit 1, and 53 children (26 boys; mean age = 8.01 years, SD = 0.52) returned for visit 2 for the fMRI task and completed stimuli ratings in visit 3. The fMRI data from 3 children were excluded due to experimenter error, artifacts caused by dental spacers, and aborted scans. Data from an additional 18 children were excluded due to excessive motion in one run or both runs. Eventually, we analyzed fMRI data from 32 children who contributed usable data for both runs.
Stimuli
At visit 1, we recorded each mother as she spoke scripts adapted from prior research using one-sided phone conversations as stimuli (Cummings, personal communication) . Table 1 provides the scripts that involved four typical daily-life scenarios (looking for a checkbook; making dinner; needing help; wanting to talk) with neutral semantic meaning that could be spoken in different tones of voice (angry, happy, sad, and non-emotional). Two versions (A and B) of each scenario with slightly different words were used to avoid repetition. To approximate variations that occur in everyday family communication, mothers produced each script in four prosodies: angry, happy, sad, and nonemotional, which yielded 32 speech stimuli (4 scenarios × 4 prosodies × 2 versions).
A trained graduate student, supervised by an acoustics professor, recorded mothers' speech in a sound isolation room. We used a large diaphragm condenser microphone, sampled at 48 kHz using an MAudio M-Track USB A/D interface, and Adobe Audition on a laptop computer to record the mother's stimuli. A trained research assistant guided the mothers' practice prior to recording and as needed during recording. Mothers read each script aloud for a minimum of three recordings. The practice helped mothers feel more comfortable with the scripts and voice tones but mothers were allowed to produce the scripts as they felt they would ordinarily. We asked each mother if her productions felt natural to her and we selected recordings that felt natural, had the least noise, and had the greatest prosodic quality for stimulus production. All recorded scripts were edited in Matlab (Mathworks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts) to render them (1) uniformly 10 s in length by adding (or removing) silent intervals between phrases within each script, and (2) the same loudness by means of uniform A-weighted root mean square (RMS) normalization. The recordings are shared for research and educational uses on Databrary.
The Speech Listening Task
The Speech Listening Task is a passive listening, block-design, fMRI paradigm that was executed in 2 runs. Each run consisted of 32 task blocks. In each run, for 16 task blocks, the participant's mother was the speaker and in the other 16 task blocks, the mother of another child was the unfamiliar adult speaker. Each speaker read 4 scripts in 4 prosodies (sad, happy, angry, neutral) in each run (to generate 16 blocks). To avoid adaptation effects across the two runs, we used different versions of scripts in the two runs. Each block was 10 s in length. There were 6-second fixation blocks interleaved between task blocks. A unique script was read by the speaker in each block. Each run of the task began with 6 s of fixation (see Fig. 1 ). Each run ended with a final block of stimuli spoken by the unfamiliar adult in non-emotional prosody to ensure that the task ended on a neutral tone. Data from that last block were excluded from analyses.
Within each run, 4 pseudo-randomized orders of the blocks were created to ensure that (1) the first block heard was a non-emotional, unfamiliar adult voice to eliminate any initial "startle" response; and (2) each type of block (2 speakers × 4 prosodies) followed and preceded every other type of block with equal probability. Each run lasted 538 s (8 m and 58 s). Throughout each run, a circle randomly popped up on the screen around the fixation (approximately twice per block). To monitor task vigilance and wakefulness, children had to press a button upon seeing each circle.
Procedure
At visit 1, children were introduced to how MRI scanning works, practiced keeping still in a rainbow-colored cloth tube, and visited the imaging center. At visit 2, immediately prior to scanning, children were trained extensively in a mock scanner for approximately 20 min. Each child practiced lying still inside the mock scanner with simulated scanner noise. During this mock session, children were instructed in relaxation breathing, using mental imagery (e.g., lying in bed watching a movie), and provided with feedback about when they moved. Children practiced a version of the fMRI task in the mock scanner in which an unfamiliar female read a storybook and were instructed to press a button when a circle occasionally appeared on the screen. This extensive simulation procedure reduces anxiety and motion during the full scan (Scherf et al., 2013) .
After the mock session, children were told they would hear voice recordings of their mother and another child's mother during scanning. The fMRI task was presented and controlled by Matlab using the Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997; Kleiner et al., 2007; Pelli, 1997) . Auditory stimuli were delivered through binaural insert earphones of the Sensimetrics Model S14 system (Sensimetrics Corporation, Malden, Massachusetts). In addition, children wore a pair of foam headphones to mitigate scanner noise. The volume of the auditory stimuli was audible and comfortable at a level that was consistent across participants. For each child, the unfamiliar adult voice was selected from the recordings of other mothers in a pseudo-random manner, such that the stimuli from each child's mother were used as the control voice for another child. To ensure that the acoustic attributes of stimuli were balanced between speakers across all children, we extracted four acoustic parameters that are typically reported in the prosody literature (Banse and Scherer, 1996; Patel et al., 2011) : mean fundamental frequency (f0), SD of f0, harmonics-to-noise ratio, and speech rate, and compared them between the two speaker conditions. As the mother vs. unfamiliar adult comparison of the fMRI data was conducted in Run 2 data only, the acoustic analysis was also focused on the stimuli of Run 2 in the same participants that contributed usable imaging data (N = 31). Multivariate analysis with speaker as the independent factor indicated no speaker effect for the four parameters together, F(4, 57) = 0.22, p = .92, or independently: mean f0, F(1,60) = 0.03, p = .85; SD of f0, F (1,60) = 0.04, p = .84; harmonics-to-noise ratio, F(1,60) = 0.18, p = .68; speech rate, F(1,60) = 0.46, p = .50.
fMRI data acquisition, processing, and analyses
Participants were scanned using a 3-T Siemens Prismafit scanner with a 12-channel head coil (Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany). High-resolution T1-weighted structural images were first collected using a magnetization prepared gradient echo sequence (MPRAGE) with the following parameters: 192 1 mm slices, TR = 2300 ms, TE = 2.28 ms, flip angle = 20°, FoV = 256 mm, voxel size = 1 × 1 × 1 mm, T1 = 900 ms. The functional data were collected using echo-planar imaging (EPI) by Generalized Autocalibrating Partial Parallel Acquisition (GRAPPA) and included 40 slices that were aligned approximately 30°perpendicular to the hippocampus, which is effective for maximizing signal-to-noise ratios in the medial temporal lobes (Whalen et al., 2008) , where some of our ROIs are located. The scan parameters were as follows: TR = 2000 ms, TE = 25 ms, flip angle = 80°, FoV = 210 mm, voxel size = 3 × 3 × 3 mm, iPAT = 2.
Raw fMRI data were preprocessed using BrainVoyager QX v2.3 (Brain Innovation, Masstricht, The Netherlands). For each functional run, the first 3 volumes were removed to discard unsteady signals. The remaining 266 functional volumes were 3D motion corrected, spatially smoothed (4 mm), and high-pass filtered to remove low-frequency signals (General Linear Model Fourier basis 5 cycles). Children who exhibited spikes in motion > 3 mm on any TR on any vector of either run were excluded from subsequent analyses (N = 18). Each participant's functional images were co-registered to his/her structural images in the native space, and then normalized to the Talairach space. Thirtytwo children generated usable data for both runs of the task (16 boys; mean age = 8.07, SD = 0.52).
The central question of this work is whether the speaker identity, and one's own mother's voice in particular, modulates activity in the network of regions activated by the human speech. To address this question, we borrowed an analytic approach that is often used in vision science to investigate the representational properties of regions in the ventral visual pathway (Berman et al., 2010; Fox et al., 2009; Saxe et al., 2006; Scherf et al., 2011) and that represents best practices in analytic approaches to working with fMRI data in datasets with small to moderate-sized samples (see Poldrack et al., 2017) . Specifically, we used the data acquired in Run 1 to independently localize the network of regions activated by the human voice for each participant. Then within each of the regions identified in each participant, we used the data acquired in Run 2 to investigate the extent of modulation of activation as a function of speaker identity (i.e., the effect size of the speaker -mother, unfamiliar adult). This analytic approach is critical for ensuring that the voxel selection process for defining regions associated with human speech processing is independent from process of estimating the effect size of the speaker identity (mother, unfamiliar adult) on activation within those regions. When these processes are not independent, the modulatory effect size can be inflated because of double-dipping (see Poldrack and Mumford, 2009) . A similar localizer approach is used in language processing studies (Fedorenko et al., 2010) , but the stimuli and contrasts for defining ROIs in those studies focus on word-reading and sentence-level processes, and not on auditory processing of human speech. No prior study of speaker identity effects has used this conservative approach to safeguard against doubledipping and inflated effect sizes.
Individual-level whole-brain GLMs on data of Run 1
We first conducted individual-level fixed-effects whole-brain voxelwise General Linear Model (GLM) on the time series data from Run 1 for each of the 32 children who generated usable data for both runs, with the speaker as the fixed regressor. The regressor was convolved by a canonical hemodynamic response function. We identified human voice related regions using the weighted contrast All speech (mother + control) > Baseline (fixation intervals). The functional ROIs to be identified in each individual participant were informed by Schirmer and Kotz's (2006) neural network model of speech processing, our recent fMRI study with children using highly similar speech stimuli (Maggi et al.,unpublished dataa) , as well as previous findings in adults (Belin et al., 2004; Frühholz et al., 2016) and children (Abrams et al., 2016; Blasi et al., 2011; Dehaene-Lambertz et al., 2010; Graham et al., 2013) . Our a priori ROIs included anterior and posterior auditory cortex (AC), superior temporal gyrus (STG), OFC, IFG, and amygdala. Other regions that were reported in previous work but were not activated in our group-level activation map (e.g., the insula) were not included. These ROIs were defined separately in each participant in each hemisphere and were corrected for false positive activation at the wholebrain level False Discovery Rate (FDR)-corrected q < 0.05 (Genovese et al., 2002; Eklund et al., 2016) .
Each functionally-defined ROI was defined as the set of contiguously activated voxels (i.e., neighboring voxels sharing a face or edge) that satisfied the following anatomical boundaries. The anterior AC ROI was defined as the set of contiguous voxels within the Heschl's gyrus, with Heschl's sulcus as the anterior border and the first transverse sulcus as the posterior border (See Buchanan et al., 2000) . The posterior AC ROI was defined as the cluster of voxels immediately posterior to the anterior AC region, with the first transverse sulcus as the anterior border and the bifurcation of the Sylvian fissure as the posterior border. The STG ROI was defined as the set of activated voxels between the horizontal posterior segment of the superior temporal sulcus and the lateral fissure, but did not extend into the ascending posterior segment of STG. The anterior boundary of the STG region was where the ascending segment of the intraparietal sulcus intersected the lateral fissure.
The IFG ROI was defined as the cluster of voxels within the lateral inferior portion of the prefrontal gyrus, with inferior frontal sulcus as the superior border, lateral fissure the inferior border, and inferior precentral sulcus the posterior border. The OFC ROI was defined as the set of activated voxels in the lowermost portion of prefrontal cortex immediately above the orbits. For both prefrontal ROIs, similar locations have been reported in previous studies of speech processing (e.g., Dehaene-Lambertz et al., 2010; Sander et al., 2005; Wildgruber et al., 2006) . Finally, the amygdala was defined as the cluster of speech-sensitive voxels within the grey matter structure. Any active voxels that extended into to the surrounding areas including the hippocampus or lateral ventricle were excluded.
In the current data, these ROIs were defined for each individual with his/her functional images overlaid on his/her own structural images, to fully account for the individual variability in brain anatomy. Each ROI was quantified in terms of the total number of significantly active voxels (size), the location of the centroid of the ROI (in Talairach coordinates), and magnitude of activation (beta weights).
Evaluating effects of speaker identity within the voice-sensitive network on data of Run 2
To evaluate the potential modulatory effects of speaker identity on the activation profile within the speech-sensitive ROIs, we computed individual-level ROI-based GLMs with the fixed factor of speaker, in each of the individually defined ROIs in each participant separately. To control for potential differences in the perceived emotional intensity between the mother's and unfamiliar adult's voices that might influence neural responses, the intensity rating of each stimulus from Run 2 was included as a vector of variable of no interest in each GLM. Of note, for the non-emotional blocks, children also rated "how angry/happy/sad does this sound"; the three rating scores were averaged for each nonemotional block to indicate the subjective rating of the non-emotional stimuli. From each of these independently defined ROIs of each participant, we extracted the mean beta weights for each of the two speaker conditions across both emotional and neutral blocks. Finally, to examine the effects of speaker identity across the network, we submitted the beta weights from pairs of bilateral ROIs to separate linear mixed models with the fixed effects of speaker (mother, unfamiliar adult) and hemisphere (left, right), and the random factor of participant.
Results

Individual-specific activation map using data from Run 1
Results from the individual-level whole-brain GLMs of 32 children are shown in Table 2 . In individual-level GLMs, no participant showed significant activation in all a priori ROIs, rendering the sample size different across ROIs.
Speaker identity effect
One participant was excluded from the speaker identity analyses because the intensity rating data were missing due to an experimenter error, rendering an eventual sample size of 31 for this analysis. The results of six linear mixed-effects regression models for each of the six bilateral ROIs are plotted in Fig. 2 
Discussion
Neural processing of the human voice appears to begin prenatally and has important influences throughout childhood. Using natural speech samples that were more representative of children's everyday experiences than stimuli typically used in affective prosody processing research, we provide the first evidence that the voice-sensitive network of 7-and 8-year-old children is modulated differently by the familiar voice of their mother relative to the voice of an unfamiliar mother. As predicted, we observed greater neural activation when the voice was that of the child's mother in a network that meta-analyses define as the speech processing network in adults. There is ample evidence that young school age children are distressed by inter-parental anger (Cummings and Davies, 2010) , and evidence that their attributions about inter-parental conflicts mediate the effects of conflict exposure on their adjustment (Grych et al., 2000; Shackman et al., 2007) . Our evidence identifies young school age children's neural sensitivity to the voice of a parent, in our case the mother; it may then be possible to assess individual differences in how children's voice-and speech-sensitive networks are modulated differently in the context of different family environments or in terms of young children's interpretations of parental conflicts they overhear or witness. More broadly, our findings offer a foundation for future work exploring the developmental pathways by which children's interactions with caregivers enhance or interfere with their neural processing of socio-emotional information and the consequences of those effects on children's development. First, our individual-level whole-brain GLM yielded distributed significant activation for the All speech > Baseline contrast. Speechelicited activation across mothers' and control voices was observed in both the auditory areas (anterior and posterior auditory cortex, STG) and the fronto-limbic regions (IFG, OFC, amygdala) . This pattern of activation converges with the modest literature in children's processing of human voices (Abrams et al., 2016; Blasi et al., 2011; (3) 184 (150) 2 Effect size, r = √F/(F + df error ) (Rosnow and Rosenthal, 2003) . 3 The six p values from the six models were ordered from smallest to largest.
For each p value, a Benjamini-Hochberg critical value was calculated as (i/ m)×q, i = the rank of the p value, m = 6 (total number of models), q = 0.15 (FDR). The largest p value that is smaller than the corresponding BenjaminiHochberg critical value is considered significant; all other p values that are smaller than this largest p value are also considered significant (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995; McDonald, 2014) . Lambertz et al., 2010; Graham et al., 2013; Maggi et al., unpublished data) , as well as previous findings in adults (Belin et al., 2004; Frühholz et al., 2016; Schirmer and Kotz, 2006) . Our observed patterns of neural activation converge with a proposed neural network model for speech prosody processing in adults (Schirmer and Kotz, 2006) . This model suggests that speech processing occurs in three stages. First, there is audio-sensory processing of acoustic properties via the auditory cortex. Next, the model suggests an auditory "what" pathway in superior temporal areas that integrates socially salient acoustic cues to derive socio-emotional meaning. Third, that socially-salient information is processed in regions associated with higher-order cognitive processing, namely in the IFG and OFC areas; at this level socially-salient information is processed linguistically, and evaluative judgments are made. Further, these prefrontal regions are connected extensively with other cortical and subcortical areas; they project information from multiple sensory modalities and play significant regulatory roles in top-down control processes (Corbetta, 1998; Corbetta and Shulman, 2002; Fox and Pine, 2012; Schirmer and Kotz, 2006) .
In addition to cortical regions, we also observed a subcortical area, the amygdala, activated in a subset of children. Although the Schirmer and Kotz (2006) model focuses on cortical processing, activation of subcortical regions, especially limbic areas, have been reported for vocal stimuli with both adults (Bach et al., 2008; Morris et al., 1999; Leitman et al., 2010; Mitchell et al., 2003; Sander et al., 2005) and children (Abrams et al., 2016; Dehaene-Lambertz et al., 2010; Maggi et al., unpublished data) . Limbic areas are known to play critical roles in processing socially and emotionally salient information (Adolphs, 2009 ). The present findings suggest that the neural correlates of socially-salient speech processing in at least some young school age children are similar to those reported for adults, which provides a basis for future comparative studies investigating the neural processing of children of different ages and adults.
In addition to the convergence with published evidence, our individualized analytical approach provides novel evidence that substantial individual variability exists within children's neural network underlying the processing of socially salient speech stimuli. In particular, of the 32 children, most (N = 31 or 30) showed significant activation in the auditory cortex and STG, except for right posterior AC, for which 23 children displayed activation). For the prefrontal areas, IFG (N = 24 or 23) and OFC (N = 13 or 14), the number of children showing significant activation decreased, and only 6 children displayed significant activation in bilateral amygdala.
The finding that only a few child participants met criteria for identifying activation in the frontolimbic ROIs is not surprising. To avoid inducing motion, the task only required passive listening to auditory stimuli, without an explicit judgment or response. As such, the task may have evoked activation in sensory processing regions but with relatively weaker activation in regions that involve emotional salience. Previous studies involving passive processing of vocal or facial stimuli, including our own (Maggi et al., unpublished data) , failed to observe significant amygdala activation at the group versus individual level (Fu et al., 2017; Monk et al., 2006) . Another possible explanation for how few children showed significant activation in the amygdala may be the fact that it is technically difficult to obtain good signal-to-noise ratio of small neural structures due to factors such as signal dropout incurred by magnetic inhomogeneity and influences from nearby vessels and airfilled cavities (Boubela et al., 2015) . For children, there may be more heterogeneity due to these factors. is needed to understand whether task or other imaging factors are at play, or whether the amygdala is only activated for some children as they process familiar voices of family members. Variations such as child-directed versus overheard interparental speech may also modulate or amplify amygdala activity. Yet another possibility is that the observed amygdalar activation reflects the relative immaturity of children's neural systems, such as incomplete myelination of axons in these regions (Paus, 2005) . While no findings from children have been reported, amygdala activation elicited by emotional stimuli in adults was positively correlated with white matter integrity in the amygdala-prefrontal pathway, which was in turn modulated by the degree of myelination (Kim and Whalen, 2009 Future research that combines functional and anatomical imaging data in children will help disentangle the relations between anatomical maturity and functional neural activities in the developing brain. Moreover, future research with larger samples of children can address the extent to which task factors, technical factors, neural developmental factors, or environmental variations are at play. Nonetheless, although individual variation is largely understudied in the imaging literature, our findings are the first to directly map the variant topography of speech-elicited activation among children using an individual-specific analytical approach. Based upon the individualized functional ROIs defined by Run 1 data, we compared children's activation levels between the two speaker conditions with Run 2 data. As hypothesized, children displayed significantly (or marginally significant) higher activation in response to their own mother's voice versus an unfamiliar mother's voice in bilateral posterior AC, STG, and IFG ROIs. Similar yet non-significant patterns between speakers were observed in bilateral OFC and amygdala. For these two ROIs, it may be that the analyses were underpowered due to small sample sizes (N = 14 and 13 for bilateral OFC, N = 6 and 6 for bilateral amygdala). Overall, these observations of speaker differences showed compatibility with findings of recent developmental fMRI work comparing mothers' versus control voices: multiple brain regions are preferentially activated by one's mother's voice as opposed to the control voice, in both the auditory and frontolimbic areas (Abrams et al., 2016; Dehaene-Lambertz et al., 2010; Imafuku et al., 2014; Naoi et al., 2012) . These findings are also consistent with findings from adults that social cues from personally relevant sources elicit greater activation across multiple brain regions (e.g., Nakamura et al., 2001; Natu and O'Toole, 2011; Shah et al., 2001) .
Interestingly, however, no speaker difference, not even at trendlevel, was observed for bilateral anterior AC ROIs, even though data for these regions were well powered (N = 29 and 30). Anterior AC plays a role in the initial elementary processing of the acoustical properties of the vocal stimuli (Zatorre and Belin, 2001) . As proposed in Schirmer and Kotz's model (2006) , this area is activated during the very first stage of speech processing and is probably not sensitive to socially relevant information such as speaker identity. It is only when the analyzed acoustic cues enter areas within the "what" pathway, such as the posterior AC and STG, that the socially relevant features begin to be extracted and identified (i.e., stage two of the Schirmer and Kotz's model). Indeed, our data showed that these brain areas begin to differentiate between the two speakers. The literature suggested that the posterior AC, in comparison with the anterior AC, is more tuned to acoustic features that may signify context-relevant salience (Jääskeläinen et al., 2004) . The STG is known as a critical region that integrates salient acoustic parameters to form socio-emotional representations (Frühholz et al., 2011) , and sub-serves an anterior-wise information flow that relays to higher-order, prefrontal regions (Schirmer and Kotz, 2006) .
Finally, socially salient information feeds into higher-order cognitive processing in the prefrontal areas for further integration and evaluation . The individual's discrimination of the speaker identity and personal relevance is maintained during this stage. Specifically, the IFG area plays a role in higher-order evaluation of the prosodic information and response selection (Leitman et al., 2010) . The OFC, on the other hand, has a more direct, reciprocal relation with the amygdala and modulates limbic responses to maintain goal-directed behavior (Corbetta and Shulman, 2002; Fox and Pine, 2012) . As discussed earlier, the weaker activation and absence of significant speakerlinked differences in OFC and amygdala may be partly due to the nature of the passive listening task that we used. Performing a more explicit task, such as making judgments of the speaker identity or the emotion of the stimuli, might evoke more extensive or greater activation (Vannest et al., 2009 ). Further, our stimuli imitated overheard speech directed to a third person rather than speech directed to the child. This type of speech stimuli may contribute to weaker activation in frontolimbic regions. Speech directed toward the child, especially from the child's mother, may have even greater personal significance. Future studies with larger samples that can manipulate the target of speech are needed to examine these possibilities.
As proposed by Schirmer and Kotz's model (2006) , situational or individual significance, including personal relevance, could enhance or facilitate multiple sub-processes of speech processing mediated by multiple brain structures. It may involve both bottom-up, stimulusdriven mechanisms and top-down, attentional control mechanisms. Studies on sensory processing suggested that when a certain type of sensory stimuli became salient (e.g., through behavioral learning), the neural representation of those stimuli in the sensory cortex would be strengthened, presumably to facilitate goal-directed behaviors (Karni et al., 1998; Wang et al., 1995) . In a similar vein, for young children, the personally relevant features of their mother's voice may directly enhance its representation and processing throughout children's speechsensitive circuit. Further, as suggested by Abrams et al. (2016) , hearing one's mother's voice, even when not directed toward themselves, might constitute a rewarding stimulus for young children. This nature of a mother's voice might also contribute to the enhanced activation observed in the prefrontal and limbic areas, which are implicated in the reward circuits of the human brain. However, their study used mother's speech spoken in an engaging and enjoyable tone, which might sound more "rewarding" or comforting to young children than our stimuli produced in various, including negative, prosodies.
It is worth reiterating that our study design used the mother of another child for the control condition. This approach took into account that mothers' voices may differ from that of women who have not been mothers, and enhanced our ability to attribute observed neural activity to the nature of one's own mother. Moreover, the use of emotionallydiverse, natural speech stimuli provided a closer approximation of children's everyday experiences. As such, our study provides a novel methodological template, including the well-controlled stimuli, design, and the individualized analytical approach, for investigating social information processing in children.
In terms of limitations, our sample size was relatively small. In particular, the individual-specific analytical approach rendered significantly smaller sample sizes for certain ROIs (e.g., OFC, amygdala) and prevented effective statistical evaluation for these regions. Future studies will greatly benefit from larger sample sizes, especially as the current literature is moving toward an individual-specific approach as opposed to the traditional, group-averaged analysis (Poldrack, 2017) . Future study design that enables Multi-Voxel Pattern Analysis will also provide novel information for the neural substrates of maternal speech processing. Further, in contrasting a child's own mother's voice with an unfamiliar mother's voice, we cannot isolate the "uniqueness" of the mother's voice from its familiarity to children, and cannot determine to what extent the observed effect was driven by the maternal uniqueness or familiarity. More work has been done on this issue in the face processing literature (e.g., Dai et al., 2014; Gobbini et al., 2004) . For example, a study examined face processing in children who were raised by their biological mothers and maternal aunts and were therefore equally familiar with their mother's and aunt's faces. Regardless of the equal familiarity, enhanced face-evoked ERP activity was found in response to the mother's versus the aunt's faces, which may reflect the uniqueness of the facial cues of one's biological mother (Dai et al., 2014) . Based on these observations in the facial modality, we speculate that similar maternal uniqueness may also exist in the vocal domain. Future studies that compare the mother's voice with the voice of a familiar celebrity without personal relevance, or with the voice of another familiar caregiver (e.g., the father), might help unpack the effects of uniqueness and familiarity.
Finally, the personal relevance of mother's voice might also interact with the emotional valence of the speech. For instance, children might be particularly sensitive and alerted when they hear their mother gets angry. Shackman et al. (2007) found that physically abused children show an attention bias to angry cues but not happy or sad cues, and this effect was particularly amplified when the angry cue was from their abusive mother. Further, children's heightened attention to mother's angry cues mediated the association between the abuse experience and emergence of anxiety symptoms. In the context of emotional development, understanding the neural processing of maternal angry (and other negative) vocal stimuli is critical to address the potential neurocognitive mechanisms that mediate the pathway from children's early exposure to emotional inputs at home to their later outcomes of socioemotional functions. In particular, using speech stimuli directed to a third person, especially involving angry and sad tones, has implications for studying the influence of inter-parental conflict on children's emotion processing and emotional development (Cummings and Davies, 2010) .
In conclusion, with a carefully manipulated design and ecologically valid speech stimuli that have not been used in the previous literature, this study investigated the neural network underlying 7-and 8-year-old children's representation and processing of their own mother's voices. By taking an individualized, conservative analytic strategy, we for the first time delineated individual differences within the speech-sensitive network, and observed enhanced activity in response to speech from one's own mother versus an unfamiliar mother. Our findings contributed significant novel evidence to the knowledge of how the developing brain represents and processes human speech in general, and their mother's speech in particular. Findings of the current study lay the foundation for future studies that explore how children's interactions with their caregivers, and the emotional inputs from their immediate environment in general, enhance or impede their neurocognitive processing of socio-emotional information, which may in turn shape the developmental trajectory of their socio-emotional functions.
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